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Abstract. Advances in computational modelling and digital fabrication
have created both the need and ability for novel strategies of bringing
digitally modeled doubly curved surfaces into reality. In this paper,
we introduce airforming as a non-contact and formwork-free method
for fabricating digitally designed surfaces through the iterative robotic
application of heat and air pressure, coupled with sensory feedback.
The process lies somewhere between incremental metal fabrication and
traditional vacuum forming of plastics. Airforming does not add or
subtract material or use any mold or formwork materials that would
typically be discarded as waste. Instead, airforming shapes a plastic
sheet through the controlled spatial application of heat and the control
of pressure and vacuum within an airtight chamber beneath the material.
Through our research, we develop and test a method for airforming
through 3D scanning and point cloud analysis, evolutionary physics
simulation solvers, and robotic-aided actuation and control of heating
and pressure systems. Different variations and analysis and workflow
methods are explored. We demonstrate and posit potential future
applications for the airforming method.
Keywords. Robotic Production; Digital Fabrication; Incremental
Forming; Thermoforming; Freeform Surface.

1. Introduction
The process of translating complex surface geometries from digital model to
tangible reality is challenging, and typically approached through top-down
processes working toward a predefined goal. Airforming seeks to introduce a
materially efficient method for the fabrication of freeform surfaces while allowing
continuous user input and processes comprehension through iterative scanning and
feedback. The traditional use of molds in vacuum forming is circumvented by
using positive and negative air pressure to exert a push or pull force on the material,
while selective heating allows manipulation of defined regions of the surface. The
airforming system conducts alternating passes of surface manipulation and 3D
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scanning, gathering point clouds that are analyzed in relation to a digital goal mesh
that can be continually updated by the user. This analysis provides the relevant data
on which region of the surface needs to be transformed on the next manipulation
pass.
Robotic incremental forming of sheet materials without the application of
heat has been explored in metal and plastics through sequential tracing of fixed
toolpaths (Kalo and Newsum 2014; Lublasser et al. 2016). Several strategies
have been used to form heated sheets through physical contact, such as vacuum
forming over digitally fabricated aggregate molds or using robotically applied heat
and shaped tools to iteratively deform polystyrene or PET-G sheets (Kieferle and
Katodrytis 2016; Weissenböck 2017). Airforming takes a similar approach in
that it uses a combination of heat and iterative forces to create three-dimensional
geometry from planar sheets but uses sensory feedback and iterative positive and
negative pressures to bring a planar sheet into form.
While most procedural methods for iterative sheet forming rely on trial and
error or a precise simulation to achieve accurate results, airforming accounts
for the limitations of simulated models or material imperfections by constantly
rescanning and adjusting the surface features. The use of iterative 3D scanning
and heating to achieve a goal geometry has been previously explored through
melting wax (Johns 2014). Others have also used modulated air pressures to
control the geometry of a fabric sail but must rely on constant application of forces
to maintain formal equilibrium (Niewiarowski, Sabourin, and Vanmuysen 2016).
This project leverages the state-changing nature of heated plastics to freeze the
desired geometry once it is in place.
2. Methods
The airforming method consists of a multi-part system including actuation through
heating and pneumatic control, 3D scanning and thermal image inputs, and a
custom analysis and control software.
2.1. SYSTEM LOGIC

The system is composed of a centralized control software (written in Processing
(www.processing.org)), which communicates to a custom server (written in
RAPID) hosted by the master controller of a 14-axis robotic system. The
laptop running the control software is connected to an Arduino Mega running
Firmata (www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/Firmata) and a Microsoft Kinect V2
(www.developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect). The target geometry of
the desired surface can be either imported directly as an .obj file, and/or designed
and modified on the fly using a Leap Motion controller (www.leapmotion.com)
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating system logic and relationships.

2.2. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The robotic actuation system consists of two ABB IRB 4600 manipulators on
dual 4-meter tracks, with multimove configuration and a single master controller
(Figure 2). On each arm is mounted a simple custom end effector. Arm 1 is
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equipped with an RGB-D Scanner (Kinect) and Infrared Camera (Flir Lepton
module on Arduino Due), and Arm 2 is equipped with a heat gun (Wagner Furno
300) controlled by the robot’s I/O (Figure 3). The 4-meter tracks are not currently
utilized given the small scale of the initial airforming tests. The pressure control
system inputs pressure and vacuum and consists of both manual pressure valves
and solenoids controlled by an Arduino.
2.3. ROBOTIC ACTUATION SYSTEM

The robotic control server contains a combination of variable procedures and
predetermined motions, which can be called by the central software at any given
time. Arm 1 is primarily used for scanning and imaging, and simply moves along
a linear path towards and away from the actuated surface to provide feedback
between iterative heating steps. Arm 2 has several different paths that can be
switched between using the GUI. These include an even heat path across the entire
work surface, a spiral path around a given point, and a polyline path which runs
along any number of received vertices. The arms are synchronized primarily to
avoid collisions during the heating process by Arm 2.

Figure 2. Arm 1 with Kinect and thermal camera in away position (right) and Arm 2 with heat
gun aligned over work surface (left).
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2.4. PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM AND MATERIAL WORK SURFACE

The pneumatic control system consists of a branched high-capacity air source
running to two 12v solenoid valves (U.S. Solid 1/4” N.C. 12VDC, model no.
USS2-00005) controlled by an Arduino Mega. The first solenoid valve controls
the application of positive pressure (10-15 psi, currently set by a manual regulator
valve), and the second is used to operate a venturi vacuum generator (Coval
VR series heavy duty in-line ejector, model no. VR05F14). The valves are
operated automatically by the control software during robotic routines but can also
be controlled manually using a graphical user interface (GUI) in the Processing
application.
The subject material for these tests is high-impact polystyrene (HIPS) sheets
measuring 1x2 feet. Thicknesses tested were 1/32”, 1/16”, and 3/32”. The material
is held within a custom variation on a typical vacuum forming pressure chamber
system: a low-profile box to minimize interior volume with a perforated surface
upon which the HIPS sheet rests. This material is held in place by a clamped frame
sealed with high-temperature silicone foam tape above and below (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Custom pressure chamber for mounting material. Base (left) with pressure and
vacuum inputs, and upper frame (right).
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2.5. USER INPUT, SIMULATION, AND ANALYSIS

The system operates by trying to match the topography of the physical
surface to the geometry of a goal mesh. This goal mesh can be either
uploaded as a .obj file or be manipulated directly in Processing with the
user’s hands via Leap Motion VR input, attempting to bridge the gap between
the digital model and physical reality. Simulation and analysis systems are
run within Processing using toxiclibs (www.toxiclibs.org) for particle-spring
physics.
The genetic algorithm is based on code by Daniel Shiffman
(www.natureofcode.com/book/chapter-9-the-evolution-of-code).
Two methods were attempted to process data and generate new toolpaths. In
the first, Arm 1 sends a Kinect 3D point cloud to Processing and the points are
compared to the goal mesh, resulting in a sorting of points either above or below
the goal mesh (Figure 5). These points are then clustered into regions of similar
height, and the region of greatest average displacement from the goal mesh along
the z-axis is identified (Figure 6). Processing then sends a command to Arm 2
to move to the centroid of this region and heat in a spiral radiating out to a size
proportional to the area of the clustered region.
The second method to process data makes use of a toxiclibs physics simulation
that inflates the mesh and adjusts spring length in proportion to the amount of heat
that will be applied to the region (Figure 7). The springs are tuned using a genetic
algorithm until the simulated mesh falls within acceptable tolerance of the goal
mesh. A greyscale thermal image of the heating that is required is generated, and
Arm 2 attempts to heat the material to match. Arm 1 monitors this process using
the thermal camera until the thermal image is a match. This process is particularly
useful on the first iteration when the plastic is flat and can’t collapse while being
heated. In future iterations, this can be mitigated by maintaining the input of
pressure or vacuum while the heat is applied. For the system to be more robust,
additional feedback will need to be implemented.
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Figure 4. Processing screenshot showing an example of the Toxiclibs inflation simulation, with
unheated points frozen in their current locations.

The airforming process is incremental, so these processes need to repeat many
times, alternating between heating and scanning/analysis/simulation before the
surface takes on its final desired shape (Figure 8).

Figure 5. Section constructed using point cloud data from several passes of heating/scanning.
Earliest scan is horizontal in red, most recent is in purple.

3. Results
Throughout testing, the programming for the airforming method appeared
robust. Certain processes were determined to be more productive through
experimentation-for example, the system functions best when the pressure or
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vacuum is applied continuously throughout the heating and scanning process, as
opposed to heating first and then activating the pneumatic system. This mitigates
most of the effect of the material sagging under its own weight.
The primary issues to be addressed in future iterations are the calibration of heat
application to the material properties of the HIPS sheet. Many of the tests ended
with material puncturing-if a region of the HIPS sheet gets too hot with too much
pressure, a small point will overextend and rupture, meaning that the pressure seal
is lost, and the system can no longer push or pull the material, effectively ending
all forming of that sheet (Figure 9). The challenge in future iterations will be to
further control the application of heat, since focused heat improves precision for
higher fidelity surfaces but also increases the risk of rupturing. Several options
will be explored in the future to attempt to solve this issue, including adjusting
heating paths to avoid overheating the point of greatest z-axis displacement, or
implementing a pressure control system that can detect a rapidly expanding volume
and cut pressure input and end heating before the material overextends. An
operable aperture or nozzle would also aid in controlling the spread of applied
heat.

Figure 6. Airformed sheet of 1/16” HIPS showing successful high region (left) and point of
failure (right).

One of the greatest challenges is that pressure is per square inch, so as the
surface gets larger, more force acts against it at even pressure, resulting in material
ruptures. This is also a challenge on the simulation side and requires that more
accurate fluid dynamics models be implemented. The most effective solution
may be intelligent pressure regulation, or a “vulnerability” tracking feature, which
could use a pattern of dots or lines on the surface to understand when regions are
overextended-thus becoming too thin-indicating that heating should move on to
other regions (Figure 10).
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4. Conclusion
The airforming method enables the creation of freeform surfaces without
formwork or molds and the associated waste material. The potential exists to use
the airformed sheet as a mold in casting applications using plaster, concrete, or
other materials. The challenge of molding in a volume that seals to the irregular
edge of the airformed sheet will need to be solved, but the products of such work
can result in freeform wall panels, furniture, or products produced in a materially
efficient manner. It is possible for the HIPS surface to be airformed once, used
as a mold for casting, and then re-airformed to create multiple molds of unique
geometries using only a single sheet of material. Such an application will require
testing to determine the limits of HIPS in relation to re-heating multiple times.
The method can also be used to produce designed objects in which the HIPS
sheet is used directly as a specific or sculptural geometry. Potential applications
include furniture and healthcare devices that require highly specific geometries
adapted to the bodily form of an individual. In these cases, 3D scans of the client’s
body could be used as the goal mesh for the airforming process, allowing custom
casts, braces, prosthetics, furniture, or other items to be created without materially
wasteful subtractive machining processes or the use of custom single-use molds.
The potential also exists for these items to be re-airformed with the same piece of
material as the client grows up or conditions change. Airforming not only enables
faster and more intuitive prototyping of freeform surfaces, but also allows the user
to visualize and adjust their goal mesh digitally while viewing the physical surface
being formed in real time.
Future development will need to be aimed at refining several aspects of
the airforming system. First, a method will need to be developed to prevent
overextension and puncturing of the material due to excessive heat and pressure.
Fluid dynamics models will be explored as well as a monitoring system using
a grid of dots or lines drawn on the material to visually detect overextension of
specific regions. Future work will also be aimed at scaling up the system to test
its application in producting specific designed objects as discussed previously. It
is possible for the system to be implemented using a more modest array of digital
fabrication equipment: a single robotic arm with an end effector carrying both the
sensing and heating devices, or a more common three-axis CNC system, although
a reduction to three axes would limit future development of heating and forming
material to the sides, allowing cantilevered and other more complex geometries.
Future development will also explore options to involve human input to the system
instead of robotically-controlled heat application, potentially with projection and
visual monitoring to direct a human to heat selective areas of the material.
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